
"REAL-TIME OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE"

SMARTE STOCK MANAGEMENT

WAREHOUSING & LOGISTICS



FLEX SMARTE SOLUTIONS
FLAWLESS EXECUTION THROUGH DIGITAL MASTERY
 
We will help you to maximise your organisation's Return on operational Assets (RooA).

This means that we enable you to operate your assets as effectively and efficiently as

possible, while also ensuring they are healthy and safe. In this way, you reduce your

operational costs and risks, becoming far more profitable as a result.

We can achieve this through one or more of our six "smaRTE solutions" that have been

built using a combination of our leading-edge, digital technologies and are focused

around our "Real-Time Operational Excellence (RTE)" mantra. 

 



A great product is only as good as its supply chain

You’ve got a great product, customers want it and you’re able to make it at a cost that

lets you generate an attractive profit. That’s a great start for any business. But storing

and distributing your stock is just as important to your company's success. 

Logistics is a major contributor to your competitive edge

The larger you get, the more important logistics become. Understanding the main

objectives of storing and distributing your product will help you maximize your chances

of remaining competitive.

Achieve optimal stock management

The ultimate objective of stock warehousing and logistics is to optimise order fulfilment

while minimising stock costs, maximising cash flow, and eradicating shrinkage. To

achieve this, you should ensure you can quickly and accurately locate, count, pick and

dispatch your stock. Additionally, you should ensure that you are neither over, or under-

stocked. Too much stock will tie up working capital unnecessarily. On the contrary, too

little stock will result in lost sales. The ability to ensure and prove that what you dispatch

from the warehouse, arrives at the destination as planned is also a component of your

success.

          SMARTE STOCK 
OPTIMAL STOCK MANAGEMENT



Improved stock-on-hand accuracy to 99%.

Reduce receiving and dispatch times by 80%.

Reduce time taken to locate items by 80%.

Reduce dispatch errors by 90%.

Reduce variance resolution time by 90%.

Improve delivery accuracy to above 95%.

          SMARTE STOCK 
THE SMARTE SOLUTION:

THE OPERATIONAL BENEFITS:



Reduce stock management labour costs by  as much as 84%.

Reduced stock holding by up to 55%.

Reduced shrinkage costs by up to 48%.

Improve order fulfilment by 56%.

Free up working capital by 24%.

INCREASE ROOA 
BY 10% OR MOREROI < 1  YEAR!

CONTACT US TO FIND OUT MORE!

          SMARTE STOCK 
THE POSITIVE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF RFID:

Website: www.flexdigitalsolutions.com

Email: info@flexdigitalsolutions.com

Phone: +27 (0)10 023 9044

http://www.flexdigitalsolutions.com/
mailto:info@flexdigitalsolutions.com

